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The recent widespread implementation of Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcasting (ADS-B) systems on
aircraft allows for improved monitoring and air traffic control management. As part of this monitoring, it is
important to be able to detect unusual flight trajectories due to weather events, detection avoidance, aircraft
malfunction, or other activities that may signal anomalous behavior. Given the large volume of ADS-B data
available from aircraft around the world, the ability to automatically determine the shape of the trajectory and
identify anomalous behavior is important to reduce the need for human identification and labeling. A neural network
model is developed for multicategory classification of the shape of the trajectory using features derived from a large
ADS-B data set such as bearing and curvature. The results suggest promise in differentiating common trajectory
shapes using key factors, with the accuracy of the classifier being comparable to human accuracy.
I. Introduction
F LIGHT monitoring for anomaly detection is an active area ofresearch. Given the recent widespread deployment of Automatic
Dependent Surveillance–Broadcasting (ADS-B) technology, there is
a large amount of open-source data available for analyzing aircraft
trajectories. This fairly new technology relays information on the
aircraft’s position, altitude, speed, and other attributes from equipped
aircraft in real time with precision. Given that in 2020 the Federal
Aviation Administration has standardized and enforced the use of
ADS-B on all aircraft in controlled airspace, the large amount of data
produced and recorded by this system can be used to establish base-
line criteria for flights that deviate from normal air traffic control
patterns. Automated methods of classifying and evaluating trajecto-
ries can serve to limit the amount of human effort required to study
flight behavior, and this has resulted in much research to automati-
cally detect anomalies in flight paths. There are many types of
anomalies of interest, for example, aircraft malfunction during take-
off and landing, detours taken to avoid weather events, avoidance of
potential collisions for air traffic control, or flights attempting to
avoid detection or deviate from their planned trajectory. The ability to
use machine learning to automatically flag potentially anomalous
flights would allow analysts to narrow their search and quickly
diagnose potential problems. The ability to determine intent behind
unmanned aerial vehicles using shape analysis is also of interest in
civilian and defense communities. For example, certain shapes may
signify surveillance or patrolling behavior.
Our focus is on classifying some common and unusual flight
trajectory shapes using sparse locational ADS-B data. In our data
set, a majority of flights appear to be one-way from the origin to the
destination. However, a small percentage of flights may travel in
unusual patterns, such as multiple loops, figure-eights, or taking a
jagged path toward the destination. Shape classification is important
because the shape may be a proxy to detect an underlying activity of
interest; for example, a weather event could significantly affect flight
trajectories, or the shape may reveal sightseeing or flight training
activities. Furthermore, the ability to quickly identify unusual flight
trajectories may aid in national security efforts to investigate
anomalous behavior across the globe, which often rely on large
efforts by human analysts to monitor flight data. Detection avoid-
ance, smuggling, andmilitarymaneuvering exercises are all activities
of interest that could affect the shape of a flight trajectory.
Our goal is to develop a method for identifying trajectory shape
from limited locational data. Because there is a large amount of
aviation data available, wewish to be able to quickly classify standard
trajectory shapes and identify a small percentage of potentially
unusual but distinct shapes. Anomalous paths may fall into a known
but infrequent pattern, for example, an aircraft flying in a figure-eight
pattern. Alternatively, anomalous trajectories may not fall into any
particular category. We define hybrid tracks as those that do not fit
into a distinct/definable shape. Aircraft monitoring and intelligence
communities are interested in being able to quickly sort through large
amounts of flight data to look for unusual behavior signaled by shape,
and we develop a method that can be used to find particular shapes
with relatively high accuracy.We note that it would be possible to use
this approach for trajectory shapes not appearing in our data set if
additional data with alternative shapes were available. The general
method presented could be applied to a variety of types of shapes and
trajectory data, though our specificmodel applies in the context of the
ADS-B data set we studied.
In conducting shape analysis, it is natural to look at the sequence of
directional changes made by the moving object. For example, an
object traveling in a straight path will have small or zero changes in
heading between different observation points. In other trajectories, a
sharp turn will register as a single large directional change. While
studying the sequence of angles has been used to model shape
trajectories in video surveillance or studies of vehicular motion, it
appears natural to apply this idea to ADS-B data because these
changes in direction can be easily calculated. Studying this “change
in heading” isolates the focus on the shape and has the effect of
normalizing the observations across different locations, and also
normalizing across the general direction a trajectory could take.
We employ a neural network to help account for the underlying
complexity in translating from ADS-B information to a shape clas-
sification. In addition to including the changes in direction as inputs
to the neural network, we use estimated values of the curvature at the
observation points in the data. Curvature is ameasure of the deviation
from a straight line, and can be estimated at each observation using
the points immediately before and after the current point. It takes into
account change in direction relative to distance traveled, and so
provides different information than the change in heading. Both the
change in heading and the curvature can be easily estimated at each
point using the latitude and longitude coordinates of ADS-B data.
Additionally, we consider many other input features based on the
location data, normalized by total track distance, to focus on the shape
and not length of the flight. For example, we can include normalized
distance between the starting and ending point of the trajectory to
distinguish between straight line tracks and loops. We also compare
the median location with the halfway location, where the median
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location is the median latitude andmedian longitude across all points
on the track, and the halfway location is the point on the track where
the aircraft has traversed 50% of the track distance. Note that the
halfway location must lie on the actual track, whereas the median
location need not. For example, a circular track will have a median
location in the center of the circle while the halfway point will lie on
the circle itself opposite the starting location. Four key locations of
interest are the starting point, ending point, halfway point, and the
median location. We calculate distributional properties of the nor-
malized distances between these points and all other points on the
track, and the distributional properties of the headings between these
points and all other points on the track. Such information can be
readily calculated and can help isolate different types of shapes.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to apply neural
networks to the shape analysis problem in aircraft trajectory using
ADS-B data. There are numerous streams of literature to conduct
shape analysis of trajectory data as discussed in Sec. II.Many of them
involve collecting features of each trajectory, and then using cluster-
ing to group together and classify trajectories with similar shapes in
an unsupervised setting, whereas our focus is on developing an
extensive labeled data set as input to a neural network. Section III
describes the datawe use and the types of trajectory shapeswewant to
classify. We classify thousands of tracks falling within nine obvious
shape categories (called standard tracks) so that the labeled data can
be used to train the neural network model. We also consider data that
do not fall into one of the standard shapes (hybrid tracks), as there can
be high variability in flight trajectories. Section III also describes the
process for choosing input factors and tuning the hyperparameters of
the neural network model. We employ a nearly orthogonal Latin
hypercube (NOLH) sampling method for testing various hyperpara-
meters of the neural network to ensure that we cover a space of
possible options.
Section IV presents the results of the model. The model performs
favorably on the standard data set overall with a weighted F1 score of
88%, and an unweighted average across shape categories of 62%.
Given that we observe only 80% accuracy in human labeling due to
variability in trajectory appearance, the neural network appears
promising in filtering out potentially anomalous behavior. Themodel
is able to clearly differentiate straight-line tracks, which are a sig-
nificant part of the data set. It becomes harder to differentiate the
unusual shapes, but we note that themodel performsmuch better than
a random chance assignment, and misclassifications often occur
within similar shapes, yielding credence to our choice of inputs.
Because much of the ADS-B data fall outside the nine main shapes,
we conduct a separate analysis on the hybrid shapes to assess the
performance of the trained model on these unclassified trajectories.
We find that the model does a relatively good job of separating tracks
that generally travel in an outward direction from start to end (one-
way trips) from those that return to the starting area (return trips). In
some cases, the model is able to further differentiate particularly
unusual shapes, and we demonstrate using some real examples.
Section V concludes and suggests avenues for future work.
II. Literature Review
We summarize literature related to three main areas. First we
discuss papers that use machine learning and neural networks to
analyze trajectory data. Next, we focus on research performed on
aircraft data for determining anomalous behavior for air traffic con-
trol purposes. Third, we describe work performed to analyze the
shape of trajectory data, which is of particular interest to us.
There ismuchwork that usesmachine learningmethods to analyze
various types of trajectory prediction problems [1]. Pedestrian move-
ment can be predicted using a Gaussian mixture model [2], video
surveillance with anomaly detection [3], velocity and curvature data
[4], or autoencoders [5].Wewill also use track curvature as one of our
input features to detect interesting shapes. Nguyen et al. [6] use a
recurrent neural network to train sequence-to-sequence models for
predictingwhere a vessel will arrive based on studying past trajectory
data over a space divided into a grid. The model employs automatic
identification system (AIS) data and returns themost probable arrival
location, in addition to alternative arrival locations. Clustering meth-
ods are also amajor tool used in motionmapping and prediction (see,
e.g., [7]). Trajectory data can be mapped to a feature space, some-
times by using frequency domain methods, and clusters formed to
group together similar types of motion.
There has been substantial research on detecting anomalous flight
behavior.Many specific techniques have been designed to analyze air
data for preventative safety measures in commercial aircraft [8].
Similar to the general motion mapping methods, there has also been
a stream of research that uses clustering to group flight trajectories
and identifies outliers that may be anomalous, for example, in deter-
mining problems during takeoff and landing. Safety events can also
be identified using large-scale data sets [9], where both fleet level and
flight level anomalies were detected and validated by experts. The
method in [10] employs a data transformation stage that consists of
taking all information associated with a particular track and con-
verting it to a single vector that can be input to the clustering method.
Related work is described in [11–15].
Anomalous behavior in air traffic management is also of high
interest. The major method used is clustering to group together
similar types of flight patterns and identify anomalous trajectories
[16,17]. Flight traffic for air traffic control management for ADS-B
data is studied for a specific region in France [18]. The authors first
use a clustering algorithm to classify all the traffic flow, and then use
an autoencoder to try to determine anomalous behavior. The work in
[19] employs random forests to predict whether aircraft rerouting
requests will be operationally acceptable by air traffic control offi-
cials, whereas the authors of [20] look at new energymetrics using an
unsupervised method to identify anomalous behavior in general
aviation flights, which have higher safety risks than commercial
flights. Unusual arrivals of aircraft to airports can be found using
an incremental learning algorithm to perform daily updates to an
anomaly detection model [21]. Neural networks have also been used
to predict various aspects of flight trajectories, like vertical trajectory
[22], traffic flow [23], and automated decisions [24]. More recently,
time dependence for air traffic flow can be modeled using recurrent
neural networks [25,26].
Finally, we look at research on shape analysis of trajectories. The
authors in [27] study video analysis of trajectories by extracting
common features from the trajectories and use a clustering algorithm
to group together similar types of motion. Anomalous behavior is
found by looking for trajectories in a sparse space, or identifying
those that behave differently from others in the same cluster. In [28],
the authors differentiate between different types of objects on road-
ways by analyzing features of transformed trajectories, or motion
pattern attributes. In air traffic control, Murça et al. [29] employ
clustering to classify flights according to arrival patterns while taking
into account the complexity of having multiple routes intersecting.
One of the first papers to study the identification of unique trajec-
tory shapes independent of geographical area is [30], which develops
a new architecture for modeling and predicting nonlinear motion
patterns, in particular circular, polynomial, or sinusoidal patterns.
Thiswork relies on the fact thatmanymotion patterns can bemodeled
using recursive functions. An important stream of work begins in
[31], which uses the tangential angles at observation points and
models them as a von Mises distribution. The von Mises distribution
is a circular distribution and so is a natural choice for modeling
directional angles. Building on past work in this area, Guo et al.
[32] employ the speed of the object and use kernel density estimation
rather than fitting a traditional parametric distribution. They perform
unsupervised learning via clustering to detect anomalous trajectories,
while employing clustering and information theory.
Along similar lines, Prati et al. [33] and Calderara et al. [34] also
model trajectories as a sequence of angles for shape analysis. They
employ circular statistics using a mixture of von Mises distributions
in order to model the fact that not all angles will have the same
properties, and develop an expectation maximization algorithm to
estimate themixture parameters. Then, each sample is assigned to the
most similar distribution from the mixture, and the sequences of
assignments are run through a clustering algorithm to group and
































































detect abnormal trajectories. This method was applied to video
surveillance data to determine common trajectories of humanmotion.
Finally, Mcfadyen et al. [35] apply a similar method to aircraft
trajectories with the purpose of differentiating between manned and
unmanned aircraft, but acknowledge the computational effort
required to model the von Mises distribution. Although clusters
can be identified, they do not necessarily link to common shapes as
observed in general ADS-B data. As we will see, knowledge of
additional factors aside from directional angles will greatly improve
the classification. Rather than explicitly building a parametric model
for the angles via a distribution, the neural network will infer tem-
poral relations between the angles and will employ numerous addi-
tional features. As mentioned in Sec. I, the work we propose will be
the first to use neural networks for shape prediction in aviation
context using ADS-B data. We will employ input features from the
literature like heading and curvature, plus add new features based on
the starting, ending, and midpoints of the trajectory. We find these
additional features help distinguish key shapes in our flight data
setting.
III. Neural Network Model Using ADS-B Data
To the best of our knowledge, Gingrass [36] is the first to use
supervised learning with neural networks for shape classification
using ADS-B data, and this paper formalizes and extends that work.
Figure 1 shows the high-level process of our approach. We first
analyze the data to determine the types of features that might con-
tribute to classifying the shape, and compute these for each ADS-B
track to provide input to the neural network.We also analyze the data
to determine the major types of shapes observed, and once the list of
shapes has been determined, label the ADS-B tracks to provide
output for the neural network to model. The initial steps determined
1000 features, and then a feature reduction step is employed to reduce
overfitting and select 200 input features. These features are then used
for training the neural network with a NOLH experimental design
used to select the model hyperparameters. The final model is then
applied to classify the test set and the performance of the model is
analyzed. This section describes in detail the data set we used to train
the model, the input features collected, and the process used to train
the hyperparameters of the neural network model.
A. Data Set
We relied on an ADS-B data set from October 2016 consisting of
flights from all over the world. These are civil flights (i.e., nonmili-
tary) covering various categories, such as passenger, cargo, private,
and commercial. There are also a many different types of aircraft in
the data set, including various Boeing, Airbus, Embraer, Cessna,
Beechcraft, Gulfstream, Piper, and Cirrus models. ADS-B data can
be obtained from a variety of sources, including ADS-B Exchange
(https://www.adsbexchange.com/) and OpenSky Network (https://
opensky-network.org/), and flights can be extracted from raw data
using clustering methods such as [37]. We focus on the full flight
trajectory from takeoff to landing and filter out flights where we do
not have continuous trajectory information for the duration of the
flight. Specifically, we remove flights that do not have well-defined
takeoff and landing points, which we determine based on location
and altitude information at the beginning and end of the trajectory.
Furthermore, we remove flights that have time gaps exceeding
20 min during the flight. We also require that flights have at least
10 location observations and travel at least 5 miles. Our final pre-
processing step is to reduce the size of the data set: we down-sample
the data so that successive observations on a trajectory are at least 2
min apart.
To develop a comprehensive data set to train the network, we
manually classified a total of 17,416 flight trajectory shapes. Initially,
wewent through a total of around 1000 trajectories to form a basis for
what the major shapes would be. We identified nine major shapes
(called standard shapes) and had a tenth label for trajectories that did
not fit into the nine standard shapes (called a hybrid class). Most
trajectories (around 72%) did not fit into an obvious shape and were
placed in this hybrid class, and will be studied separately from the
initial classifier on the tracks that clearly fit the nine standard shapes
(28% of the total). There were 4880 tracks classified as standard, and
this data set formed the basis for training the neural network. There
could have been many more shapes assigned, but we chose to focus
on nine that could be clearly differentiated and appeared enough to be
identified. These nine shapes were chosen after going through thou-
sands of trajectories separate from the ones used in neural net
calculation multiple times to ensure that all regularly repeating dis-
tinct shapes were represented. This leads to a better training process
by focusing on a clean data set where the input datameet strict criteria
for being included in a standard class.
Examples of these nine standard shapes are displayed in Fig. 2,
and we summarize them next. Each figure in this paper displays a
modified version of the original track consisting of 20 points equally
spaced in distance along the original track. We discuss this 20-point
track approximation further in Sec. III.B. Shape 1 is a straight track
without any major detours between the start and endpoints. Shape 2
allows for a detour involving one turn, but otherwise is straight. Shape
3 is a curved trajectory, or parabolic in extreme cases. Shape 4 is a
single loop, whereas shape 5 consists of multiple loops. Shape 6 is
a figure-eight pattern, whereas shape 7 is a flight that goes out to a
location and then returns directly back to the origin. Shape 8 is
a single switchback pattern that involves two major turns in the
middle of the trajectory, and shape 9 is a sinusoidal pattern that
includes multiple changes of direction or multiple switchbacks
between the start and endpoints. We will call shapes 1–3 one-way
shapes because they are the most common ways flights traverse from
a starting to ending point, whereas shapes 4–9 are anomalous shapes,
which may signal unusual behavior.
Once we determined these nine shapes of trajectories, we had two
of the authors classify a new initial data set (around 600 tracks) to
establish a baseline for human accuracy. We found that 21.5% of the
trajectories were given different classifications due to varying human
interpretations of which category the track belonged to. Given the
high variability in the tracks, many appeared to fall somewhere
between two of the shapes, and so human interpretation played a
role intowhich shapewas assigned, or whether it was deemed hybrid.
For example, a mostly straight track with slight curvature could be





Fig. 1 Process overview.
































































observer. Similarly, a complex track that returns to its starting point be
a combination of shape 4 (loop), shape 6 (figure-eight), or shape 7
(out and back). With additional classification experience and strict
guidelines, it would be possible to reduce the human error rate over
time. However, due to the variability between observers, in this paper
we employed a dataset classified by a single author to reduce the
effect of human variability that might lead to conflicting inputs to the
model. The assumption is that human labelingwill catch nuances that
the neural network may not and be more accurate in establishing
ground truth. Anything not obviously fitting into one of the nine
standard shapes is classified as hybrid. We acknowledge that there
may be other sources of human error even from a single expert
labeler. However, we achieve continuity by having an author spend
a great deal of time studying a large volume of trajectories to define
the frequent shapes and label them accordingly after discussing flight
patterns with colleagues in aviation.
We further subdivide the hybrid class into those that were some-
where between shapes 1, 2, and 3 (standard one-way trips) and those
that were truly anomalous. To avoid training the classifier on ambigu-
ous shapes, we call these hybrid trajectories that were similar to
shapes 1–3 as hybrid-1way or H1, because they represent common
one-way trajectories and 60% of the original 17,416 trajectories fell
into this category. Essentially, there were a wide variety of tracks that
generally appeared as one-way tracks but could not be obviously
labeled as a standard shape due to minor detours, areas of nonstand-
ard curvature, or minor changes of direction at takeoff and landing.
The remaining hybrid tracks that were not close to shape 1, 2, or 3
were classified as hybrid-anomalous, or HA.
Figure 3 gives examples of trajectories classified as hybrid. The
left plot shows one that is hybrid-1way, in that there is both a detour
and curvature, which means that it falls between shapes 2 and 3. The
right plot shows a trajectory that is hybrid-anomalous, because the















a) Shape 1: Straight














b) Shape 2: Detour










c) Shape 3: Curved












d) Shape 4: Loop















e) Shape 5: Multi-loop












f) Shape 6: Figure-8














g) Shape 7: Out-back













h) Shape 8: Switchback









i) Shape 9: Sinusoidal
Fig. 2 Major shape categories of tracks.
































































unusual behavior in the bottom right of the figuremeans that it clearly
does not fall into any of the shape categories. The corresponding total
track breakdown according to the percentage of observations for the
entire data set is in Table 1.
We use the standard data set to train the neural network, and split it
into a 70% training set and a 15% validation set for tuning hyper-
parameters of the network, and display the results of the optimally
trained model on a 15% test set that remains unused until the after the
model has been finalized.
B. Input Features
Most of our input features relate to heading and curvature, which
are key features often used to identify trajectory shape (see Sec. II).
The raw data for each ADS-B track are a sequence of latitude and
longitude points. From these points we derive 200 input features
associated with each track. The first two features are the number of
points on the track and total distance traveled. Large values of total
distance usually correspond to one-way trips (e.g., shapes 1–3). The
remaining features relate to distances, heading, and curvature along
the track. We compute distance between points and heading of the
aircraft using standard great circle calculations [38]. An aircraft
traveling from lat1; lon1 to lat2; lon2 covers a distance in miles
of
dist  3958.8 arccossinlat1 sinlat2
 coslat1 coslat2 coslon2 − lon1
The initial heading between two points lat1; lon1 and
lat2; lon2 is
heading  modarctan 2sinlon2 − lon1 coslat2;
coslat1 sinlat2 − sinlat1 coslat2
coslon2 − lon1  360;360
Our curvature calculation requires three points on a track. We use the
Menger variant, which defines curvature as the inverse of the radius
of the circle that passes through three points [39]. The three points
also define a trianglewith side lengths a, b, and c and areaArea. The
circle radius is abc∕4Area. We normalize this radius by total dis-





To compute curvature we use Euclidean distance for triangle sides a,
b, and c rather than great circle distance because the curvature
calculation assumes a Euclidean framework.
Curvature and heading information (specifically how the heading
changes) provides valuable information for determining the shape.
The heading changes and curvature should bevery small for a straight
line track (shape 1). A loop track (shape 4) should have roughly
constant heading changes and curvature. For an out-back track (shape
7), the heading should remain fairly constant until an abrupt change
when the aircraft turns around. The curvature on a figure-eight track
(shape 6) should oscillate between large values near the top and
bottom of the 8 when the aircraft turns around and smaller values
in the middle.
Our first set of features all relate to a modified version of the
original track. The modified track consists of 20 points equally
spaced in distance along the original track. To create a modified
track, we first compute the total distance traveled on the track by
summing over the distances of all segments on the track. A segment is
just the linearly interpolated portion of the track between two suc-
cessive observations in the data. We then set the starting (ending)
point of the modified track to the starting (ending) point of the
original track. The remaining 18 points of the modified track are
placed along the original track equidistant apart, using the distance
traveledwhen following the original track. However, the 19 segments
created by connecting straight lines between the points are not
necessarily of equal length. If the original track has a lot of small
turns, then two successive points on themodified trackmight be close
together. This modified track is an approximation with a loss in
resolution.
However, having a modified version of our data where every track
has the same number of segments provides us with a more consistent
avenue to compare tracks. For example, consider two circular-loop
tracks: one with 8 equally spaced points and one with 1000. The
headings and heading changes will be vastly different between the
two tracks even though they are both circles. When using a 20-point
approximation for both, the heading calculations will bemuch closer.
We believe that 20 points reasonably capture themajor characteristics
of a shape. The more points in our approximation, the more input
features to our model, which can lead to overfitting. Furthermore,
having many small segments might make it difficult to distinguish
major directional or curvature changes from minor fluctuations.


























Fig. 3 Examples of hybrid-1way (left) and hybrid-anomalous trajectories (right).
Table 1 Classification shapes and percentage of the overall
data set
Standard Hybrid
Shape 1 (straight): 19.72% Hybrid-1way (H1): 60.42%
Shape 2 (detour): 2.15%
Shape 3 (curve): 2.88%
Shape 4 (loop): 0.25% Hybrid-anomalous (HA): 11.56%
Shape 5 (multiloop): 0.09%
Shape 6 (figure-eight): 0.44%
Shape 7 (out and back): 0.26%
Shape 8 (switchback): 0.91%
Shape 9 (sinusoidal): 1.32%
The hybrid-1way (H1) trajectories were similar to shape 1, 2, or 3 but could not
be obviously classified as one standard shape.
































































Finally the features extracted from our modified tracks constitute
only a third of our input features; the remainder are derived from the
original tracks.
From the 20-point modified track, we compute the heading
between successive points and include the difference between head-
ings at the 18 interior points as features. Additionally, we compute 18
curvature values at these interior points of the track and add them to
our feature list. Additional features include summary statistics of the
heading differences, absolute heading differences, and curvature.
These summary statistics consist of the mean, median, various per-
centiles, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. Similar to how
the vonMises distribution can be used to evaluate the distribution of a
sequence of angles, we observe the distribution of our key input
variables, which are changes in heading and curvature. Finally, one
feature specifies the index (0–19) with the largest absolute heading
difference, in an effort to separate shapes with major changes in
direction at different points in the trajectory. In total, the modified
tracks generate 67 features.
In addition to looking at the change in heading and curvature to
determine the shape, we consider numerous other relationships
between key locations on the track that might correlate with shape.
For the remainder of this section any distance variable is normalized
relative to the total distance traveled to focus on the shape of the track.
The below features also correspond to the actual track, not the 20-
point approximationversion described above.Many of the remaining
features relate to four locations described in Sec. I:
1) START: the starting location of the track.
2) END: the ending location of the track.
3) HALF: the location on the track where the aircraft has traveled
50% of the total track distance.
4) MED: median latitude and longitude across all track points.
MED is the only location that does not necessarily lie on the track.
Our initial motivation for using these four locations and the
features derived from themwas distinguishing among three idealized
shapes: straight line (shape 1), circular loop (shape 4), and straight
out-back (shape 7). We then discovered that these features also did
well in classifying other shapes, and thus included them in our final
list of input features. As we describe these features below, we high-
light how they differ among the shapes.
We define six features corresponding to the distance between all
pairs in {START, END,HALF,MED}. The distance between START
and END is usually large for one-way tracks (shapes 1, 2, 3, 8, and 9)
and small for return tracks (shapes 4, 5, 6, and 7). Even within one-
way tracks, the START to END distance provides differentiation
because that distance is close to 1 (recall that we normalize distances
relative to total distance traveled) for straight (shape 1) and possibly
detours (shape 2), but substantially less than 1 for curved, switch-
back, and sinusoidal (shapes 3, 8, and 9). The HALF-to-MED dis-
tance will be small for most one-way tracks except for curved (shape
3). For return tracks theHALF-to-MED distancewill be roughly 1∕2π
(radius over circumference) for loops (shape 4) and figure-eight
(shape 6), 1∕2πk for a k-loop multiloop (shape 5), and 1/4 for out-
back (shape 7).
The headings between pairs in {START, END, HALF, MED}
produce another six features. For straight tracks (shape 1) and detours
(shape 2), the heading between START and HALF will be nearly the
same as the heading from HALF to END. These headings will be
substantially different for curved tracks (shape 3) and usually differ
by a nontrivial amount for switchback and sinusoidal (shapes 8 and
9). For return tracks (shapes 4–7) the heading between START and
HALF is 180 from the heading from HALF to END.
For each point on the track, we compute the distance to START.We
then compute summary statistics for these distances and include them
as features. We repeat this for END, HALF, andMED to generate 28
total features. For a straight track (shape 1) the distances correspond-
ing toMED follow roughly a uniform distribution on [0,1/2]. For the
two loop variants (shapes 4 and 5), the distances corresponding to
MED (the center of the loop)would be 1∕2π for all points (radius over
circumference). While sharing many properties with the loop var-
iants, the figure-eight (shape 6)MED distance distributionwill not be
constant across points. For an out-back track (shape 7), the MED
distances follow roughly a uniform distribution on [0,1/4].
We generate similar features using heading information rather than
distance. For each point on the track, we compute the heading from
START to that point. We then take the difference between successive
headings and calculate summary statistics. We compute similar
values for END,HALF, andMED and repeat the process for absolute
heading difference to generate 84more features. For a straight (shape
1) and out-back (shape 7), the heading differences corresponding to
STARTwould be close to 0 for all points. For detours (shape 2) and
switchbacks (shape 8), the START heading difference distribution
will have a reasonable amount of mass near 0, which corresponds to
the part of the track before the detour or switchback. However,
detours usually have more mass near 0 as the detour happens near
the end of the track,whereas switchbacks often occur near themiddle.
For the two loop variants (shapes 4 and 5), the heading differences
corresponding to MED (the center of the loop) would be the same
nonnegative constant for all points.
The final seven features relate to curvature across nonsuccessive
points. First we compute the curvature between the following three
points: the point located at 10% along the total track distance, the
point located at 15% along the total track distance, and the point
located at 20% along the total track distance. We repeat this for the
following six percentile combinations: 45/50/55, 80/85/90, 10/30/50,
50/70/90, 25/50/75, and 10/50/90.
Table 2 summarizes the final feature list by category. The first
column specifies whether we derive the features from the original
track or the 20-point approximation. The second column lists the
metric: distance, curvature, and heading. The third column provides a
brief summary of the relevant features, and the final column specifies
the number of features in the category.
We originally tried many more input features (around 1000) and
were able to obtain similar performance using the 200 presented in
Table 2 and so chose the smaller model. In trying to reduce the
number of features, we fit a notional neural network on the 1000
features and removed groups of features by category. Using toomany
input features leads to overfitting, where the training data had very
high accuracy in the best fit and the validation set had much lower
accuracy. Many of the input features were correlated with each other.
For example, we first included the heading between the start, median,
and ending point and each point on the 20-point track. However,
inclusion of these features let to overfitting the training set, and
Table 2 Summary of input features
Track shape Metric Description No. of features
Original Number of points on track — — 1
Original Total distance traveled along track — — 1
Original Distance between {START, END, HALF, MED} Values 6
Original Heading between {START, END, HALF, MED } Values 6
Original Distance from {START, END, HALF, MED } Summary statistics 28
Original Heading differences from {START, END, HALF, MED} Summary statistics 44
Original Absolute heading differences from {START, END, HALF, MED} Summary statistics 40
Original Curvature at percentiles on track Values 7
Approximation Heading differences Values; summary statistics 29
Approximation Absolute heading differences Summary statistics; max index 11
Approximation Curvature Values; summary statistics 27
































































looking at the heading and curvature information was enough to
represent the directionality in the data and lead to improved accuracy
in predicting the values in the validation set. Once the feature reduc-
tion step was performed, we next moved to fine tuning the hyper-
parameters of the neural network.
C. Neural Network and Hyperparameter Tuning
Given the complexity of the data set and the potential relationship
between the input features and the output shape classifications, we
employ a deep sequential neural network to perform supervised
learning, specifically a feed-forward neural network. The features
described in the previous section are collected for each data obser-
vation (trajectory) as inputs to the network. If a feature is collected for
each point in the 20-point modified trajectory, then that feature may
be represented by 20 inputs per observation for our model. An
alternative would be to use recurrent neural networks to model the
trajectory using only features from a particular time point, but we can
use the simpler feed-forward network by incorporating all time points
into the input vector for an observation. The neural network will
account for temporal dependence by connecting different features at
different times within one input vector.
To tune the network according to relevant hyperparameters, we use
a design of experiments method to explore the space of possible
networks and choose one with high predictive value by employing a
sequence of NOLH experimental designs [40]. NOLH designs are
space filling in that they allow for a multidimensional space to be
efficiently searched at the expense of pure orthogonality that is
obtained in the usual Latin hypercube designs [41]. This means that
we do not need to try every combination of possible hyperparameters,
but can ensure that we sample from different regions of the multidi-
mensional space.
We need to choose the two major hyperparameters of the network
structure: the number of hidden layers (network depth) and thewidth
of each layer (number of neurons). Additionally, we need to choose
hyperparameters of the optimization when fitting the network,
including the number of epochs to run the optimization, the batch
size for the gradient descent, and the learning rate. Finally, to avoid
overfitting the network to the training data set, we employ both a
dropout rate and an L2 regularization hyperparameter to obtain a
more robust network. We start with broad search ranges over the
hyperparameters and assess the performance of the resulting model
on the test set.
Based on numerous preliminary NOLH experimental designs, we
find four layers to be sufficient to model the complexity of the data,
employ a batch size of 256, and choose anL2 regularizationweight of
λ  0.03. We employ ReLu activation functions for the input layer
and three hidden layers, and a softmax activation for the output to
predict probabilities that a track falls into one of the nine standard
shapes. Fixing these hyperparameters, we run a sequence of refined
searches over the remaining four hyperparameters. Figure 4 shows
the most refined experimental design used to choose the final net-
work. This particular NOLH design operates by selecting a carefully
chosen set of 17 design points that cover the space,while being nearly
orthogonal for statistical validity purposes. Thus,we feel comfortable
that we have searched a space of possible combinations of hyper-
parameters to find meaningful interactions between options, rather
than performing independent searches for each hyperparameter on an
ad hoc basis.
We finalize the remaining hyperparameters by setting the number
of neurons in each layer to 475, and the number of epochs to 288.
Additionally, we set the dropout rate to 0.9%, and the learning rate to
0.003. This tuning results in 96.6% accuracy in classifying the train-
ing set, 88.9%accuracy on thevalidation set, and 68%unweighted F1
scores across the nine standard shapes on the validation set. Some
options tested from Fig. 4 performed much worse, whereas others
may have performed comparably in aggregate but at the expense of
lower F1 scores in anomalous shapes that do not havemany samples.
Our goal is to choose a model that will perform well on all standard
shapes, rather than simply optimizing for the one-way or shape 1
tracks. In the next sectionwe report specific detailed results applied to
the test set (which was not used at all in choosing the hyperpara-
meters). The final network hyperparameters are presented in Table 3.
The training processwas relatively fast and completedwithin a few
minutes on a personal computer.We built the network using theKeras









whereN is the number of total observations in the validation set,C is
the number of categories, and ci is the correct label of observation i.
For a given i, let yi;j be zero for all j except with a value of 1 at its
correct label when j  ci, and pi;j is the corresponding prediction
probability that observation i falls in category j. Additionally, we
employ class weights inversely proportional to representation in the
training sample size, represented by wci. This discourages over-
classifying tracks according to the common shapes by providing
higher weight to correct classification of the less frequent shapes.
IV. Classification Results
We first present the results for the trained neural network on
standard data in Sec. IV.A. Section IV.B describes how the results
of classifier trained on the standard data can be applied to the large
volume of hybrid trajectories to identify anomalies.
A. Standard Shape Performance
First, we present the results for standard shapes 1–9 using the
trained classifier computed with the model developed in Sec. III.C.









Fig. 4 Refined hyperparameter tuning combinations tested for the
number of neurons (width of the network), number of time epochs, the
dropout rate, and the learning rate.
































































Table 4 shows the precision, recall, and F1 score for each of the
shapes applied to the test set that was not used for training or tuning.
Some shapes only have a few observations in the test set, so we also
perform a fivefold cross-validation on the entire standard data set and
present the results in the right-most columns of Table 4.
In general, we will focus the discussion on the cross-validation
results because they are not as sensitive to the small sample sizes that
occur for some of the shapes in the test set. The classifier has varying
performance across shapes, with very strong performance for shape 1
(straight line) with an F1 score of 0.96 for both the test set and cross-
validation results. This class also comprises 70% of the data set, so the
overall performance of the classifier will be high because of the
predominance of shape 1 trajectories. Shape 3 (curved) is the next
most common type, and also performs relatively well with an F1 score
of 0.83. Shape 2 (single detour), shape 8 (switchback), and shape 9
(sinusoidal) are the next most observed shapes and have comparable
F1 scores of 0.63, 0.63, and 0.65, respectively. Presumably, it is easier
for the model to train on shapes with more observations. Shape 4
(single loop), shape 5 (multiloop), shape 6 (figure-eight), and shape 7
(out and back) have lower F1 scores, potentially due to infrequent
observations, but also for additional reasons considered below related
to potential misclassification between shapes.
Table 5 displays the aggregate performance of the classifier
applied to the test set, and the cross-validation results. The
unweighted averages are the simple averages calculated across the
columns in Table 4, whereas the weighted averages are weighted
according to the frequency of the shapes. Because of the high
frequency of shape 1, the weighted F1 scores are 0.88 for the test
set and cross-validation results. However, the unweighted results
across shapes reveal an F1 score of 0.62 for the test set, and 0.66 in
the cross-validation. This is still significantly better than a random
chance classification across the nine standard shapes; however,
obtaining more observations to train the less common shapes would
potentially improve performance in these shapes.
While Tables 4 and 5 suggest that the classifier will perform
significantly better than a random chance draw across nine possible
categories, Fig. 5 displays the normalized confusion matrix for the
test set and cross-validation results, which yields more insight into
the nature of the misclassifications. We see that many of the shape 2
(detour) tracks are misclassified as shape 1, which makes sense
because they are mostly straight aside from a single turn. The shape
3 (curved) tracksmay bemistaken as straight or detours. The fact that
there may be confusion among shapes 1–3 is not surprising because
they all travel generally one-way from one location to another. Shape
9 (sinusoidal/jagged) is like shape 2 but with multiple turns, so also
has a relatively high misclassification as shape 1. Shape 8 (switch-
back) is mostly straight, so somewill be misclassified as shape 1, but
otherwise performs quite well.
One additional source of misclassification between shapes 1, 2,
and 3 comes from the way the display projection affected the manual
labeling. The authors used the simple equidistant cylindrical map
projection, where latitude and longitude are directly converted to
Cartesian coordinates to manually classify the tracks. For long
international flights this projection may distort the true trajectory
shape. For example, a long curved trajectory of shape 3 may corre-
spond to a transatlantic flight that likely flies close to the straight
great-circle path. Thus this type of track might be more appropriately
classified as shape 1. This distortion will degrade the performance of
our algorithm. However, this issue only impacts a relatively small
number of trajectories and will primarily affect shapes 1–3 because
longer flights are likely one of those shapes.
We also can explain the intuition behind the misclassification of
the unusual curved shapes. Shapes 4–7 all have endpoints close to the
starting point, so there is some misclassification between these
shapes, but not as much between these and shapes 1–3. Shape 5
(multiloop) may be classified as shape 4 (single loop) or shape 6
(a figure-eight) due to high curvature. Shape 4 might be similar to
shape 6 or shape 7 (out-back) in that it returns to the starting point
once. The difference between shape 6 and shape 7 is mainly that there
is an intersection in the path in figure-eights, but not in out-backs, so
there will be some misclassifications between the two.
Generally,we find that the classifier can separate out straight tracks
(shape 1) with very high precision and recall. It can also differentiate
those that travel in amostly straightforwardmanner between two start
and endpoints from those that return to their starting point. There is
very little misclassification between shapes 4–7 and the other shapes.
The classifier appears promising in being able to differentiate
between different types of curvature, but may require more specific
criteria than the input features we used to be able to differentiate the
more complicated shapes from each other with high accuracy. Addi-
tionally, the tracks reveal high variability relative to the ideal form the
shapes would take. The subjective error in human labeling is mainly
the result of this variability, so there are natural limits to what we
expect the model to predict based on large uncertainty across trajec-
tories that could be classified as the same shape.
B. Hybrid Shape Performance
Asmost of the trackswere placed in the hybrid class due to the high
variation in flight trajectories, we study the effect of applying the
trained classifier from the standard data to the hybrid data.Wewish to
see if the model fit on the standard data can provide inference on the
hybrid data that is otherwise difficult to classify. Becausemuch of the
hybrid data was hybrid-1way (H1) in that it appeared as a standard
one-way trip with some variation from shapes 1 to 3, we expect that
the classifier trained on standard shapes may still be able to detect
anomalous trajectories similar to shapes 4–9. We call those hybrid
trajectories that do not appear similar to shapes 1–3 as hybrid-
anomalous (HA); see Table 1 for a breakdown.
Our objective is to determine how we might tell if a hybrid track is
treated differently by the classifier than a standard track. We find that
hybrid tracks are less much less likely to be classified as the nominal
Table 4 Category statistics for test set (left) and cross-validation results (right)
Test set Fivefold cross-validation
Class Precision Recall F1 Support Precision Recall F1 Support
Shape 1 (straight) 0.95 0.97 0.96 533 0.95 0.97 0.96 3435
Shape 2 (detour) 0.68 0.59 0.63 58 0.68 0.59 0.63 375
Shape 3 (curved) 0.89 0.71 0.79 66 0.84 0.82 0.83 501
Shape 4 (single loop) 0.50 0.25 0.33 4 0.54 0.49 0.51 43
Shape 5 (multiloop) 1.00 0.50 0.67 2 0.67 0.53 0.59 15
Shape 6 (figure-eight) 0.58 0.58 0.58 12 0.54 0.69 0.61 77
Shape 7 (out-back) 0.20 0.25 0.22 4 0.56 0.43 0.49 46
Shape 8 (switchback) 0.60 0.94 0.73 16 0.75 0.54 0.63 158
Shape 9 (sinusoidal) 0.67 0.70 0.68 37 0.61 0.70 0.65 230
Table 5 Aggregate performance metrics










Precision 0.67 0.89 0.68 0.88
Recall 0.61 0.89 0.64 0.88
F1 score 0.62 0.88 0.66 0.88
































































shape 1, and the output probability vector of classification likely has
higher entropy than that of the standard tracks. This means that the
classifier will have less variability across shapes for standard types
that are more likely to fit into a single shape, while distributing the
weight more for hybrid tracks that may encompass features of
multiple shapes.
Let ci be the true label of trajectory i. This label can be either an
integer 1–9 if the shape is standard, or it can be classified asH1orHA.
The classifier can be applied to a trajectory and will deliver a
predicted class ĉi, which can be 1–9. For each track, the prediction
is a result of the softmax output layer of the network, where the
probability that track i is shape j is computed as pi;j with ĉi 
argmaxjpi;j. The softmax output vector pi;j; j  1; : : : ; 9 contains
information on which shapes are most likely for a track, withP
9
j1 pi;j  1. We first look at the overall rate that the classifier
assigns tracks to shapes across different data subsets.
Table 6 compares the breakdown of classifications of trajectories
across different data sets. First, the labeled training set for standard
tracks is broken down across shapes, where we observe that most
standard tracks (69.17%) are shape 1. We then show the breakdown
of predicted shapes for the validation and test sets. Because these sets
should have the same overall distribution of data due to being drawn
from the standard data set, they reveal similar breakdowns. A χ2-
goodness-of-fit test reveals a p value of 0.33 when comparing the
prediction distributions between the validation and test prediction
distributions. However, the validation and test sets have significantly
different distributional breakdowns from the training and H1 andHA
data sets (χ2-test p value of 0). This means that the classifier is likely
biased; for example, more tracks may be assigned to shape 1 relative
to their true proportion (69.17%) in the labeled data, with 74.18 and
72.95% for the validation and test sets, respectively. Unsurprisingly,
the breakdowns for H1 and HA will be different from those of the
validation and test sets because the properties of the underlying data
are fundamentally different.
We next study the columns for H1 and HA in Table 6. In the H1
column,we see that amajority of the tracks are assigned to shapes 1–3
(80.55%), which is reassuring because the one-way trips that did not
strictly meet the criteria to be classified as standard will still be
labeled as one-way. Of the remaining tracks, 15.69% were classified
as shape 9, possibly if there were multiple turns. Only 0.14% were
classified as shapes 4–7, which means that even if a track cannot be
outright classified as shapes 1–3, it is unlikely to bemisclassified as a
return trip if is somewhat similar to shapes 1–3.On the other hand, the
HA data set has far fewer tracks classified as shapes 1–3 (41.91%),
but this still implies that the classifier is likely to have a high false-
negative rate in assigning tracks that the humanviewed as anomalous
as one-way. However, there were a much higher number of tracks
assigned to shapes 4–9 than in any of the other data sets. This analysis
reveals that the classifier may still be able to identify truly anomalous
trajectories even when the track does not fit nicely into one of the
standard shapes, at the expense of accidentally classifying anomalous
tracks as shapes 1–3.
We can also look at the confidence of the prediction as ameasure of
quality of the classifier applied to hybrid data. For a given track i, the
most focused prediction would put probability 1 in one value of pi;j
and 0 for the rest of the shapes j, whereas a random chance guess
would put probability 1/9 for eachpi;j. Table 7 reports metrics on the
average strength levels of the prediction for each class. Let N be the
total number of data samples in a prediction set, andNj be the number
of trajectories assigned to class j from that particular prediction set





Fig. 5 Normalized confusion matrix for test set (left) and cross-validation (right).




frequency, % Validation Test H1 HA
Shape 1 (straight) 69.17 74.18 72.95 47.28 13.56
Shape 2 (detour) 7.85 5.05 5.74 17.71 14.75
Shape 3 (curved) 10.77 9.84 9.97 15.56 13.60
Shape 4 (single loop) 0.91 0.41 0.41 0.01 1.29
Shape 5 (multiloop) 0.32 0.14 0.14 0.01 0.70
Shape 6 (figure-eight) 1.64 1.64 1.91 0.11 3.87
Shape 7 (out-back) 1.05 0.96 0.41 0.01 0.45
Shape 8 (switchback) 3.34 3.14 2.60 3.62 12.36
Shape 9 (sinusoidal) 4.95 4.64 5.87 15.69 39.42
Table 7 Average maximum prediction probabilities,
and average entropy of predictions (bottom row)
Shape Standard (test) H1 HA
Shape 1 (straight) 94.7 84.4 79.4
Shape 2 (detour) 78.1 72.6 76.2
Shape 3 (curved) 86.8 78.1 81.2
Shape 4 (single loop) 85.1 61.0 67.3
Shape 5 (multiloop) 99.6 94.1 92.2
Shape 6 (figure-eight) 75.8 64.7 79.1
Shape 7 (out-back) 75.9 38.8 65.2
Shape 8 (switchback) 78.9 76.2 79.2
Shape 9 (sinusoidal) 78.5 76.0 82.7
Avg. prediction entropy 0.283 0.562 0.539





































































Iĉi  jpi;j (1)
where if Iĉi  j is true, then pi;j  maxk pi;k. Table 7 presents
these average maximum prediction values using Eq. (1). For the
classifier applied to the standard test set data, we see that the average
prediction strengths are quite high, meaning that the classifier is on
averagegiving a preponderance ofweight to one classwhenmaking a
prediction. These values are much lower for H1 than for the test data,
meaning that the classifier is not placing these H1 trajectories as
strongly in any one class. This makes sense because these tracks do
not obviously fit into any of the shapes, and most of them, while
appearing one-way, are not clearly in shapes 1–3 according to the
human classifier. The HA data set also has lower average prediction
strengths for shapes 1–5 and 7. For shapes 6, 8, and 9, the average
prediction strength is slightly higher for the HA data, meaning that
the classifier may strongly associate these anomalous tracks with
some of the anomalous shapes.
Finally, we consider the entropy of the probability predictions
for a given track i. These softmax predictions are the values pi;j;
j  1; : : : ; 9, and the entropy of a distribution is a measure of
dispersion. Entropy for a prediction distribution with all its mass at
one point is 0, whereas maximum entropy is achieved for the discrete





The bottom row of Table 7 calculates the average entropy for all
prediction probability vectors in the data set. We see that for the
standard test data the entropy is 0.283, which is much lower than
those forH1 andHA,which are 0.562 and 0.539. This suggests that in
addition to the maximum probability assignments being lower on
average for hybrid tracks, the probability dispersion across shapes
will be higher. This means that the strength of the maximum prob-
ability prediction and dispersion levels may be used to identify
anomalous tracks that do not fit strongly into any of the shapes.
These metrics can separate tracks that strongly match the standard
shapes from those that may be in the hybrid class.
We concludewith some illustrative examples of highly anomalous
trajectories that are classified by the neural network. In Fig. 6 we
consider two trajectories that could be close to figure-eights. The left
one is classified as figure-eight with probability 89%, and a second
choice of sinusoidal with probability 8.8%, with minimal weights
given to loop and out-back. The overall entropy of the classification is
0.418. Understandably, the classifier is affected by the changes in
direction and curvature of the track. The plot on the right is classified
as a switchback with probability 83.1%, and sinusoidal with 9.6%,
withminimal assignments to detour, loop, figure-eight, and out-back.
The overall entropy is higher at 0.640. The start and endpoints are far
away from each other, and there are multiple sharp changes in
direction, which explains why switchback and sinusoidal are chosen
as most likely.
Figure 7 has two figures, which aremostly parabolic in shape, with
some significant anomalies. The left plot is classified as sinusoidal
with probability 96.3%,with smaller probabilities assigned to detour,
curved, loop, figure-eight, and switchback. However, the highweight
on sinusoidal drives the entropy down to 0.198. The distance between
the start and endpoint rules out shapes 4–7, but the extra curvature and



























Fig. 6 Left: classified as shape 6 (figure-eight)withprobability 89.0%andentropy0.418.Right: classified as switchback (shape 8)withprobability 83.1%
and entropy 0.640.




























Fig. 7 Left: classified as sinusoidalwith probability 96.3%and entropy 0.198.Right: classified as figure-eight with probability 92.4%and entropy 0.341.
































































changes in direction for themini-loop correctly prevent the track from
being classified as shape 3. The right plot assigns the track as a figure-
eight with probability 92.4%, with the remainder of the weight on
loop, out-back, and sinusoidal. The overall entropy is 0.341, and the
track does display properties of a figure-eight by going out and
crossing over itself on the way back. It is possible that the classifier
can be used for feature extraction, and although it cannot perform
well on highly unusual shapes such as these for which it is untrained,
it may be able to spot them as anomalies (i.e., not shapes 1–3).
V. Conclusions
This research represents a first attempt to classify shapes of flight
trajectories from ADS-B data using neural networks. Given the large
volume of ADS-B data available, it appears possible to train a
classifier using human labeled samples to classify a large range of
ADS-B trajectories. A neural network is built using as inputs
common shape features such as change in heading and curvature,
and also consider the distribution between different points in the track
that may differentiate shapes. The advantage of using neural net-
works is that it is possible to quickly train and capture nonlinear
relationships using a large number of complex inputs, and thus it is
possible to save human effort by identifying potentially anomalous
behavior automatically. Because of the high variability present in the
shapes of the trajectories (as seen through high error when multiple
people label the same data), there are potential benefits of using
machine learning to filter out common shapes.
The neural network is trained on a clean dataset of labeled standard
trajectories consisting of nine shapes. To tune the network, a design of
experiments is employed to explore the space of possible model
hyperparameters. The resulting model performs reasonably well on
previously unseen test data, with an overall weighted F1 score of
0.88, and an unweighted average across the nine standard shapes of
0.62, implying that the model is reasonably robust across different
trajectory shapes. Cross-validation efforts over the entire standard
data set deliver similar results. The classifier is also applied to
trajectories that do not fit cleanly into the nine standard shapes
(hybrid shapes), and this demonstrates that the classifier may still
be able to isolate anomalous trajectories from those that are mostly
straight or one-way for these types of unclassified data. The model
will likely provide stronger predictions for trajectories more closely
meeting the standard shapes, either through high maximum proba-
bility assignments or lower entropy.
The classifier does a good job separating one-way from return
trips, and shapes with minimal curvature from those with large
amounts of curvature. Future efforts could spend more time closely
defining anomalous shapes of interest and collecting or simulating
more types of these tracks to provide additional data for the model to
train on. Furthermore, the location or altitude of the track was not
considered, and these are features thatmay correlatewith the shape.A
small sample of location values (only 20 points per track) is used for
the change in heading and curvature values, which allowed for each
trajectory to be represented by the same number of input features.
However, using more of the information available in each track may
yield potentially useful inputs, or allow vonMises distributions to be
fit on sequences of angles. Given the robustness of the model pre-
sented on the inputs chosen and the speed of training the network,
there are numerous other inputs that could be used to identify specific
anomalies, and neural networks continue to be a promising tool for
quickly automating the classification process.
The general approach of using feed-forward neural networks may
be generally applicable to other types of shape data. However, the set
of shapes along with the specific input features used would be
probably need to be different. For example, pedestrian trajectories
may exhibit corners rather than curves, and curvature data might not
be as helpful in classifying walking trajectories. Drone data might
feature hovering or loitering in place, and hencemay require different
shapes to represent these activities of interest. The success of the
method on a different type of data would depend on careful visual
analysis of many trajectories in order to determine the best possible
predictors.
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